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introduction
Kernel is an illuminating brand that aims to educate the 
American consumer through it’s physical products and 

educational tools. It’s goal is to facilitate the reintroduction 
of antiquated processes back into American kitchens. 
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A brand that reintroduces far-removed food 
processes back into the home through products and 

educational materials.

Up first: milk. 

A system of products that facilitates the processing 
of milk into various dairy products.

what i’m doing
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cause: Because of various influences on the evolution of 
our food culture, all processes and any sort of refined kitchen 
knowledge has been so far distanced from the home that they 
no longer seem attainable to the average American.

effect: American consumers have no involvement and 
therefore no responsibility, leading to a loss of experience, 
appreciation, knowledge, skill, and therefore emotional reward; 
in one word it’s led to a loss of culture.

There’s a lot of interest but very few intentional tools. Pioneers 
of the process are forced to improvise DIY systems in order to 
get clean and consistent results.

why i’m doing it
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very few tools on the market

1620
cultural
British settlement of N. 
America
British settlers brought their 
food mentalities with them

1790-1830
economical  commercial
Industrial Revolution 
Time became money. This is 
the point where spending time 
in the kitchen became viewed 
as working for free

1930s 
economical  commercial
Sunbeam Mixmaster 
Many appliances were 
marketed as liberators of 
women that again painted a 
picture of the American ideal 
that could only be achieved 
with that product

1940s 
social  commercial
Mass popularization of 
cocktail parties 
Pulled parents away from 
the home, decentralizing 
mealtimes and lead to a new 
cuisine around cocktail snacks

1913 
economical  commercial
First refrigerator for home 
use Eliminated the need for as 
much effort to preserve food 
and therefore led to a removal 
of the need to pass on those 
skills to future generations 

1916 
commercial
Piggly Wiggly’s 
America’s first true self-service 
grocery store which allowed 
shoppers to browse various 
products in aisles, rather than 
presenting their orders to clerks

key:
year
cultural driver
event/product
fact/result

1950s 
commercial
Television
Introduced further challenges 
to establishing eating pattern 
as it encouraged fewer time to 
be dedicated solely to eating 
and socializing. Another 
contribution to the great 
success of convenience foods

1920s 
economical  commercial
Wonder Bread
World War I brought new 
methods of food processing 
including canned and frozen 
foods that were advertised as 
the deliverers of the American 
ideal

1960s and ‘70s
economical  commercial
The growth of fast food 
franchises 
Led to larger portion sizes 
and the idea of optimizing the 
value when it comes to food

1970s 
economical  commercial
Microwave oven 
Paired with the wide array of 
packaged food eliminated any 
need of skill or know-how so 
that even children could feed 
themselves

philosophy
a brief history of American food culture:

what this translates to:
on the shelf in Europe on the shelf in N. America

Identifiers:
Cultural, therefore 
informative
Rooted in tradition

brand 

product
Identifiers:
Heavy focus on 
brand identity
Commercial
Manufactured

brand 
product

Heats milk and maintains steady/predictable 
temperatures (like bagno maria)

Heats milk and maintains steady/predictable 
temperatures (like bagno maria)

Heats milk and maintains steady/predictable 
temperatures (like bagno maria)

Pros
- Easy to control the  
   temperature
- More surface area to 
   judge flocculation
- Easier to cut and stir 
   curd when done
- Easier to drain the whey   
   and curd
- More reliable and 
   consistent results

Pros
- Able to control the 
   temperature better than 
   direct heat 
- Easy to set up
- Occupies smaller area
- Low initial investment

Water Pump
To circulate heated water 
to make sure there are no 
hot or cold spots

Same DIY-er is working to create a stirring 
mechanism. 

Cons
- Can be difficult to find a 
   spot for the 
   thermometer
- Sometimes it can 
   be difficult to reach 
   temperature
- Takes a lot of trial and 
   error to get the settings 
   right
- Limited to 14 Litres 
   or less

Cons
- Hard to drain whey 
   and curd
- Hard to cut some of the 
   curd to size with deeper 
   vessel

Temperature controller
Temperature controller 
taken from meat smoker

improvised systems:

consumer interest:

cheese making parties
Everyone wanted to join us! Neighbors and 
friends came to learn about the process

cheese making kits
Display at Jungle Jim’s

various online communities
everyone sharing tips, struggles, recipes and 
other experiences

Whey pump Cheese press Yogurt maker Waterproof thermometer Various cheese molds Cheese cloth

lack of tools leads to improvisation

market

slow cooker rig food warmer misfit double boiler
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primary 
research
primary 
research
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`

tools used
Stainless steel pots, strainers, ladles, spoons, cheese molds, cheese cloth, 
measuring cups, mason jars, large vessels for capturing whey

prep
When using raw milk, you must first separate the cream from the whey. 
Pasteurized and homogenized milk will also work and will already be 
separated

step
- Note
- Problem
- Products

unpasteurized milk
- cream rises to the top -- clear vessels 
are key

separating cream 
from milk
- separation/draining -- sight is key
- messes already starting to happen
- look at jugs with spouts, scoops

milk
- plus some cream depending on 
desired fat content

cream
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whipped cream and butter
prep

cream
- fatty part of the milk

6 separate butter from 
buttermilk 
- dirtying another dish

1 place cream in mixer
- for high-speed whipping/beating
- expensive, space-consuming
- butter churner

7 toss the butter/
round it out

2 whip the cream until 
light and fluffy
- cover it to avoid splashing/mess
- need to see the cream to know when it’s 
done

8 place in mold
- lined with plastic wrap
- improvised with tupperware instead of 
mold

3 went too far, keep going 
to make butter
- could not see cream, let it whip for too 
long and therefore did not end up making 
any whipped cream

9 wrap and place in fridge
- for about 30 minutes, maybe less?

4 continue beating
- keep covered to avoid splash
- still can’t see, less critical

10 pull out of fridge
- remove plastic wrap
- throwaway material

11 wrap
- with wax paper
- throwaway material

5 stop when you see 
separation

buttermilk

fin!

whipped 
cream
butter
step
- Note
- Problem
- Products
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yogurt
prep

milk
- desired result is nonfat yogurt, therefore 
removed ALL cream

1 bring milk to a boil
- 212º F
- SLOWLY! Otherwise it will burn
Once it reaches 212 TURN OFF 
IMMEDIATELY, or it will burst

7 cover mixture and leave 
overnight
- oven with the light on is the optimal 
environment

8 pull out next morning6 add mixture back to 
heated pot and stir

2 remove from heat 
immediately at 212º F

step
Note
Problem
Products

9 add ingredients to 
enhance flavor
- honey and vanilla

10 mix up to get 
consistent flavor and 
texture
- honey and vanilla

11 eat!
- healthiest when it’s in its warm state, as 
cultures are still working

3 cool to 90º F
- place it outside to speed up the process
- putting a lid on it just slows it down, 
hopefully no critters are around!

4 at 90º F, bring inside
- ready to accept cultures

5 dilute probiotic cultures 
with warm milk
- cultures taken from previous batch of 
yogurt
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brie
prep

milk
- desired result is a rich Brie, left a bit of 
cream in the milk

1 heat to 32º C
- EXACTLY!
- temperature is very critical any time you’re 
applying heat, can’t be too much or too 
little!!!

5 place into cheese mold with vessel to 
capture whey
- had to empty out large vessel numerous times into mason jar 
causing even more loss and mess

6 stir/agitate a bit so that whey is freed 
from pockets in the curds
- don’t agitate too much or you’ll lose cheese

2 add cultures, place lid 
and “ignore it”
- time is not sensitive at this point. cultures 
added: mesophilic and rennet + skin 
hardener

step
Note
Problem
Products

3 after a while, open lid and “cut the 
cheese”
- but actually. in both directions

4 use ladle with holes to spoon out 
cheese
- lost a lot of whey, made a big mess

7 meanwhile, don’t let 
cheese mold sit in whey
- improvising!  we placed small saucers in 
the bottom of the bowls to give the mold a 
little lift

8 let gravity age the 
remaining whey out

9 once the whey is 
completely removed, age 
for 3-4 weeks
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mozzarella
prep

milk
- desired result is nonfat yogurt, therefore 
removed ALL cream

1 heat to 90º F, add 
setters and let sit for 5 
minutes
- lemon and rennet
- applying heat is critical

2 cut the cheese and cook 
the whey out
- heat to 105º F
- applying heat is critical

3 pour out whey but don’t 
lose it
- improvising with tools, messy and lost a 
lot of whey

step
Note
Problem
Products

4 “roll” into a ball in the 
strainer
- keep TRYING to collect the whey
- tools make it difficult

5 press with hands to 
release more whey
- keep TRYING to collect the whey
- tools make it difficult

6 serve fresh!
- sprinkle some herbs for extra flavor
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ricotta
prep

yogurt + brie + 
mozzarella

whey
- “ricotta,” literally translated means 
“re-cooked”

1 heat to 212º F
- applying heat is not as critical

2 turn off heat, add lemon 
and vinegar
- unspecified amount

3 prepare to separate 
whey
- pot underneath to catch whey
- improvising with tools
- cheese cloth is not ideal and not totally 
trusted by this specific user

step
Note
Problem
Products

4 pour pot contents into 
strainer to separate
- keep TRYING to collect whey
- improvising with tools messy, lost a lot of 
whey
- took two sets of hands

5 collect in cheese cloth 6 hang cheese to let rest 
of whey flow out
- improvising as usual
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heat to desired temp

let sit

drain whey

add cultures

reheat to separate whey

age or eat fresh

general flow
of these processes
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key problem areas to address
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concept 
development

concept 
development
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with learnings clearly in mind
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target user

pioneers for 
guidance
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fast
cost
convenience

- cost outweighs value
- not an appropriate solution for my target user
- would subsequently be forced to compete 
with high cost food processors:

- low initial investment
-interactive user experience that encourages 
learning and experimentation
- high reward
- leaves room for future expansion

stovetop solutionappliance

slow
value

experience

how to address these problems
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inspiration
straining/separating ergonomics of larger pouring vessels
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exploration
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compiling features and functions
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compiling features and functions
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compiling features and functions
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concepts for feedback
main offering heating + draining

concept 1 press

in use

concept a jar attachments

accessories draining + storing

horizontal

vertical

stacker

wire platform

funnel

gasket

cap
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mockups

concepts for feedback
main offering heating + draining

concept 2 strain

in use

concept b stand-alone

accessories draining + storing

horizontal

vertical

stacker

wire platform

funnel
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concepts for feedback
main offering heating + draining

concept 3 water bath

in use

concept c all-inclusive

accessories draining + storing

stacker

stabilizing feet
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feedback from pioneers
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mockups and testing
testing proportions, handle configurations and ergonomics proof of concept, testing hole diameter
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final 
direction

final 
direction
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concepts for feedback
main offering heating + draining accessories draining + storing

horizontal

vertical

stacker

silicone

materials materials

silicone

stainless steel stainless steel

wood wood

plastic

wire platform

funnel

gasket

cap

- Fits into large pot already in the 
home-- lower initial investment
- Sits down in the lower pot, larger 
surface area affected by heat
- Silicone gasket traps in steam with 
small escape channel to prevent too 
much pressure
- Pouring lid
- Pouring handles
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production
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brandingbranding
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give it a name
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education
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decoration
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www.idfa.org
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